
Case making and painting

For personal hobby use, vacuum forming a case will give professional results - look at the cases I use in my projects.

You can make a case for your project out of anything you have access to, or make your own.

Frankencase:

This refers to taking an existing case from something and using it as your console casing. You might touch it up by filling in
holes or adding extra sections, but in essence it is a case made for something else and adapted to use in your project. This
can also be, for example, using a lunchbox or whatever.

Normally systems using frankencases can look primitive, however, sometimes they can look stunning, it all depends on
what you use and how well you adapt it.

Making your own case:

You can make your own case from metal (eg sides), wood, perspex, fibreglass, whatever; however, the rule of thumb is to
make the system light, strong (non-flexible), rounded corners and preferably interesting.

Vacuum forming:

This isn’t perfect, but allows you to make a very well made and professional looking cases, by making your own mold and
vacuum forming plastic over the mold, to be left with case shells, made to size.

This isn’t perfect, but ideal for low runs for hobbist use.

This is the method I use these days.

Painting:
Spray painting gives the best results, however make sure any imperfections on your case’s surfaces are removed, or the
spray paint will enhance these imperfections.

Prepare case - make sure you have sanded it down as well as you can, no bumps remain on case, all areas filled and
smoothed, etc.

Wipe case with a lightly damped cloth, to remove surface dust from the case.

Use a quality primer spray paint (I use Plasti-Kote Projekt Paint for my primer, colour and sealer), apply a reasonable coat,
then 30 mins later, another coat. Leave to dry. Some paints like Kyron Fusion don’t need primer, read your can.

Apply spray paint colour to case, several light layers, leaving to dry between each coat. It may take quite a few coats to
finish, but keep coats light or the paint will run.

When done, leave for a full day to set, then apply varnish sealer spray paint to seal the paint and allow its easy handling. If
applying decals (as I do), apply one coat only, add decals (careful to handle the case not to get fingerprints on it) then an-
other four coats of the varnish spray paint. This not only seals the paint but also seals the decals.




